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Hello Narwhals, 
  
In this time of uncertainty please know that you and your children are on our minds. I 
hope that you and your family were able to benefit from and enjoy the enrichment 
activities that were sent out last time. This week I will be adding a new studio at home art 
activity for each grade level. If you’d like more ideas for creative activities check out the 
studio challenges for the other grade levels! 
As always much love to you, Ms. Kay 
 
Studio Enrichment for Grades 2nd-3rd: 
 

 
This week our studio enrichment activity will focus on an important movement in art history 
called Surrealism. In the late 1800’s and early 1900’s scientists and psychologists were having 
lots of breakthroughs in learning about the human brain. While researchers in the medical field 
were studying things like emotions, memory,  and dreams, professionals in the art world were 
beginning to experiment with a new type of art called surrealism that was inspired by human 
knowledge and imagination.  
 



 

 
The Spanish artist Salvador Dali created the paintings above. He was known as a very strange 

and interesting painter, and he liked to create landscapes or “dreamscapes” that showed 
make-believe settings with unusual characters and creatures. Surrealism shows us a glimpse 
into the human imagination. Surrealist painters liked to play with abstract art. The painter Kay 
Sage created the work below which shows us a scene with large 3-D shapes and construction 

with a mysterious statue like figure blowing in the wind. 



 
Here is another example of Surrealism by the artist Frida Kahlo. She painted herself as if she 

was filled with plant vines instead of human veins and organs. What do you think she was trying 
to say about herself through this work? 

 
Now its your turn to create a work of Surrealism! 
Think about what you could draw or paint to show an unusual setting. Some Surrealist painters 
were directly influenced by their strange dreams, have you had a weird dream lately that you 
could base your work off of? Consider how to make a statement within your work about the 
mysteries of the human mind. Here are some Surrealist art pieces made by other students: 



 



 
If you are feeling stuck brainstorming about Surrealism think about re-creating a work of art by 

Dali. Here’s how other young artists have taken on this challenge. 



 



 



 
 

 
 


